
Our company is hiring for a data mgr. We appreciate you taking the time to review
the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for data mgr

Maintaining program Configuration Identification, Change Control, Status
Accounting and Contract Deliverables throughout the product lifecycle
Fulfilling existing CDM program processes plans and operating procedures
Frequent Interface with IPT Leads, Program management, Functional
Homeroom and customer counterparts
Execute Functional and Physical Configuration Audits
Implement ways to streamline CDM processes and program tools while
adhering to our contract statement of work and Northrop Command Media
Understand and lead team members to create flexible and statistical-based
DQM measures to allow for optimal time-to-market changes of measures as
needed, timely notification on data issues as soon as they are discovered
Lead the team to orchestrate scheduling and query optimization of the DQM
solutions to make it most effective, least impactful on the data warehouse,
while efficient enough to execute to report on the DQM metrics
Provide leadership, foster career development and create a culture of
accountability within the Data Audit group
Defines and implements framework and methods to track and store data
quality outputs
Support the Director of Data Integration Coordination in clarifying and
explaining deeply technical and complicated issues to a non-technical C-level
executive audience, conveying (a) what happened, (b) why it happened, (c)
what is impacted (and what is not), (d) how it is being resolved, (e) steps that
need to be taken to prevent recurrence of the issue
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Strong Experience in Data centre operations
Experience in data centre design/project management will be a plus
Experience in building related project management is also a plus
Strong level of self management to develop the job potential and add value -
Highly resilient person, capable of interfacing with customers, with a strong
sense of ownership and accountability, and oriented towards execution and
continuous improvement
Fluent in English and French, Dutch and any additional language being
considered an asset
Belgium work visa is essential


